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It is an open question as to how stable synchronization properties of neural circuits are sustained over long distances. We analyze two reciprocally coupled oscillatory neurons with conduction delays. We use Phase Resetting Curves (PRCs) generated under the assumption of pulsatile coupling to predict what phase-locked solutions will be exhibited in the neuronal circuit with delays. We test our predictions in circuits of two model neurons as well as in hybrid circuits constructed with two entorhinal cortex stellate cells (or two pyramidal cells) coupled via the dynamic clamp. Both Type I and Type II PRCs exhibit a peak advance * Correspondence: ccanav@lsuhsc.edu 1 Neuroscience Center of Excellence, LSU Health Sciences Center, New Orleans, LA, 70112, USA Figure 1 Right skewed PRC gives rise to leader-follower locking mode. A1, A2). Time lags indicate the time from spiking of one neuron to that of the other neuron and vice-versa. Only anti-phase and synchronous modes were observed with original Wang-Buzsaki (WB) model in which PRC is left skewed. B1, B2). Leader-follower mode is approached when original WB PRC is skewed toward the right. C1, C2). The leaderfollower mode is more closely approximated as the PRC is further right skewed. A negative value for resetting indicates an advance in our convention.
in response to an excitation. If this peak is skew left by our convention (see Fig. 1A ), then synchrony and anti-phase emerge as generic solutions for identical neurons, and persist approximately for nonidentical neurons. However, experimentally, a leader/follower solution was observed instead, in which one of the time lags between the firing of the two neurons is approximately equal to the delay. The peak of the advances in the biological neurons was skew right. The parameters of the model were adjusted to produce a right skew and a leader/follower solution emerged (see Fig 1C) . The leader follower mode becomes generic as the PRC at late phases approached the causal limit in which an input immediately evokes a spike, with a continuum of solutions observed in between ( Fig 1B) . We theoretically derive conditions on the existence and stability of the leader/follower solution. Future work will focus on obtaining these conditions in terms of the skewness of the PRC. 
